SCALE SEQUENTIALLY CLEAN FOR MINGANTU SPECTRAL RADIOHELIOGRAH
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Abstract. MingantU SpEctral Radioheliograph (MUSER) is a solar-dedicated radio heliograph, adopting aperture synthesis technique to image the Sun in the frequency range of 0.4 GHz to 15 GHz. MUSER has extremely high spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and frequency resolution beyond those of contemporary devices of the same category. For aperture synthesis, the number of antennas is limited, so sparse sampling of Fourier components is actually obtained for solar observation, which corresponds to the situation that a clean image is convolved by a dirty beam with strong sidelobe in a spatial domain. Thus, the deconvolution, such as CLEAN, is generally required for imaging the aperture synthesis to remove artifacts caused by the convolving dirty beam. The traditional Högbom CLEAN is based on the assumption that an observed object is only composed of point sources. This assumption does not hold for solar observation, where the solar disk is an extended source containing complex structures and diffuse features. In this paper, we make the first attempt to employ scale sequentially CLEAN for MUSER imaging, including Multi-Resolution CLEAN and Wavelet CLEAN. The experimental results demonstrate that the scale sequentially CLEAN, especially wavelet CLEAN, is superior to the traditional CLEAN algorithm in smaller number of iterations and improved image quality. We provide optimized wavelet parameters to further improve the performance of wavelet CLEAN.
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INTRODUCTION

Solar radio observation provides important information about solar activity from the ground and allows us to diagnose solar activity parameters such as magnetic field, electron density, plasma temperature, etc. [Perley et al., 1989]. In order to build a solar radio telescope with high angular resolution, it would be necessary to build antenna with larger diameter, but this is sometimes unrealistic. Alternatively, to use an aperture synthesis telescope, which consists of a group of small antennas to image the Sun, and the resolution is proportional to the farthest distance between the extremities of the antennas [Koshiishi et al., 1994]. There are four famous solar-dedicated aperture synthesis radio heliographs put into use in the world: Japan’s Nobeyama Radioheliograph (NORH) [Nakajima et al., 1995], France’s Nançay Radio Heliograph (NRH) [Kerdraon, Delouis, 1997], Russia’s Siberian Radio Heliograph (SRH) [Grechniev et al., 2018], and China’s MUSER [Yan et al., 2009]. While the available frequencies are only 17 and 34 GHz in NORH [Nakajima et al., 1995], and five discrete frequencies in the range 150–450 MHz in NRH [Kerdraon, Delouis, 1997], and 26 discrete frequencies in the range 4000–8000 MHz in SRH, there are multiple frequencies in the range 0.40–15.00 GHz (64 for MUSER-I and 528 for MUSER-II) in MUSER. Moreover, MUSER has a capability of imaging the Sun every 3 ms and producing 3–5 TB data every day. This poses a huge challenge for rapid imaging processing.

According to the principle of synthetic aperture imaging, the visibilities collected by radio interferometers, composed of two antennas each, can be converted into a brightness, i.e., a spatial image of the sky object through inverse Fourier transform [Kochanov et al., 2013]. In general, the nonlinear deconvolution is required to remove artifacts in interferometric maps, which suffer from incomplete sampled visibility data in the Fourier (or called UV) domain: missing baselines; missing or deleted hour-angle ranges; unmeasured short-baseline information. The CLEAN algorithm is one of the most successful deconvolution algorithms used in radio astronomy for image restoration. The first CLEAN algorithm, which was devised by J. Högbom [1974], is based on the assumption that the object (the real image) is composed only of point sources [Starck, et al. 2002]. A simple iterative approach is used to find the point with the largest absolute brightness and to subtract PSF (dirty beam) scaled with the intensity at the point and loop gain. The final deconvolved image, known as the CLEAN image, is the sum of these point components convolved with a CLEAN beam, usually Gaussian.
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with the resulting residual image added. Limitations of this algorithm such as excessive computational time and its failure to restore diffuse features have been discussed many times; and several algorithms have been invented with the aim of correcting some deficiencies of CLEAN. Clark [1980] proposed an improved CLEAN algorithm based on FFT, which had two cycles: major and minor [Napier et al., 1983]. Cotton-Schwab improved the Clark algorithm, which was often faster than before [Schwab, et al., 1984; Torrence et al., 1998]. Steer et al. [1984] proposed another improved Clark algorithm [Carilli et al., 1999]. Keel [1988] proposed the δ-CLEAN algorithm, where instead of searching for the maximum in dirty image residuals, one searched for the peak in the signal-to-noise ratio at each pixel. Koshiishi [2003] reported that the time required to process the Nobeyama solar image by the Steer algorithm was only 1/10 of the Högbom algorithm [Koshiishi, 2003]. Bethi presented that the basic CLEAN procedure was performed in two steps in each dimension to improve the calculation speed for Brazilian Dicametric Array [Bethi et al., 2004]. However, until the scale-sensitive CLEAN algorithms appeared, all the above ones were scale-less CLEAN algorithms, which worked well only on isolated sources and failed on extended and complex objects, which were not composed only of point sources, but of sources of many different sizes and scales.

There are two kinds of scale-sensitive algorithms: scale sequentially CLEAN and scale simultaneously CLEAN respectively. As for the scale sequentially CLEAN, one of the first such methods, Multi-resolution CLEAN (MRC) proposed by Wakker and Schwarz [1988], tackles the problem by smoothing and decimating a dirty image and PSF to emphasize the extended emission. And then the standard CLEAN algorithm processes them separately to reconstruct the two clean maps at full resolution. To improve the scale number, Starck proposed the Wavelet CLEAN after MRC [Starck et al., 1994, 2002; Bhatnagar et al., 2004]. The Wavelet CLEAN uses the wavelet transform in the CLEAN process, which basically operates in a similar manner to MRC. In [Horiiuchi, 2001], S. Horiiuchi compared deconvolution results using CLEAN and the Wavelet CLEAN to simulate data, but this Wavelet CLEAN was very special — it just convolved a dirty map with a dirty beam to overcome the subjectivity in setting CLEAN boxes. In 2017 [Cheng et al., 2017a], we implemented the normal concept of the Wavelet CLEAN algorithm proposed by Starck. The preliminary simulation results show that the Wavelet CLEAN algorithm is superior to the Högbom CLEAN in the higher peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and lower root-mean-square error (RMSE). As for the scale simultaneously CLEAN, instead of working on each scale sequentially like the above scale sequentially CLEAN, it works simultaneously on all the scales considered, for example the Multi-Scale CLEAN proposed by Cornwell [2008] works in this way [Cornwell, 2008; Dong et al., 2017]. In this paper, we focus on the scale sequentially CLEAN due to the following reasons. (1) For MUSER’s extensive data, the processing speed is important. The Multi-Scale CLEAN is more time consuming. (2) in wavelet, the signal-to-noise ratio of these coefficients is high, which may result in a higher CLEAN speed since it is much easier to find the pix.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the image pipeline of MUSER. Section III provides experimental results on the scale sequentially CLEAN. The conclusions are given in the last section.

1. PIPELINE OF MUSER IMAGING

MUSER is an aperture synthesis radio heliograph situated in Inner Mongolia of China (latitude 42°12′42.6″ N, longitude 115°15′1.8″ E, altitude 1365 m), which has the capability to image the Sun at multiple frequencies (0.40–15.00GHz) with high time resolution, high spatial resolution, and high frequency resolution [Cheng et al., 2017b]. There are two arrays of 100 antennas arranged in three spiral arms: the high frequency array (MUSER-II) and the low frequency array (MUSER-I). The detailed parameters and antenna distribution of MUSER are given in Table 1 and Figure 1 separately.

The pipeline of MUSER image processing was constructed by MUSER’s research group in 2016 (Figure 2). There are three main steps: pre-processing, dirty image processing, and clean image processing.

1.1. Multi-Resolution CLEAN

The Multi-Resolution CLEAN has developed a simple strategy for running the CLEAN algorithm to emphasize a broad emission first and then a finer resolution. The MRC approach converts both the dirty image and dirty beam into two intermediate images: the first one (called smooth map) by smoothing the data to a lower resolution with Gaussian, and the second one (called difference map) by subtracting the smoothed images from the original data. These two images are then treated separately. By using the standard CLEAN for them, the smoothed clean map and difference clean map are obtained. The recombination of these two maps give the clean map at full resolution. We can see two scales in MRC. The framework is shown in Figure 3.

As for the basic CLEAN process, firstly we get the ideal beam $B^0$ through the Gauss fitting of the dirty beam $D$, then the key aspect is that it iteratively solves for positions and strengths of the CLEAN components in the residual image $I^0$ and begins from $P^0$, which is defined as follows,

$$I^C(i) = \sum_{(q,t)} I^R_{(\max, q)} \sigma(x-x_q)\sigma(y-y_q).$$

(1)

Where $i$ is the current iteration; $I^R_{(\max, q)}$ and $(x_q, y_q)$ are the value and position of the global peak point in the residual image $I^0$ respectively.

$$I^B(i) = I^0 - B^0 \cdot Gain \cdot I^C(i-1).$$

(2)

On finding the $i$ component, the residual image is simply updated by subtracting a suitably scaled and centered copy of PSF. Then, we repeat the process until the threshold is reached.
The Wavelet CLEAN means that we apply the basic CLEAN to each plane of the wavelet transform. The wavelet transform is widely used in the field of image processing with its excellent time domain, frequency domain localization capability, direction selection capability, and multi-resolution analysis capability consistent with the characteristics of human eyes. Nowadays, we can easily use the wavelet tool to achieve multisresolution, which does not impede the use of this algorithm. The important thing is that we can set more than two scales. The 2D wavelet decomposition using three resolution levels is shown in Figure 4.

The 2D wavelet transform firstly decomposes an image into three wavelet coefficient bands (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) and one smoothed array. The same process on scale $j$ is then repeated at the smoothed array on scale $j+1$, as shown in Equation 3. The wavelet CLEAN method here includes applying the 2D wavelet decomposition to both a dirty image and a dirty beam. To each scale, we apply the basic CLEAN algorithm and then use the 2-D wavelet reconstruction to get the final clean image. The framework is shown in Figure 5.
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can reflect the similarity between restored images and ideal images, so the higher the better. RMSE can evaluate the efficiency of the CLEAN algorithms, the lower the better. Then, we applied the Multi-Resolution CLEAN and Wavelet CLEAN to a real MUSER image.

### 2.1. Evaluations and discussions of simulated image

In our simulation, an image with the size of 1024×1024 taken by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) from the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) on November 1, 2015 was used as an ideal image and was convolved by the dirty beam obtained from MUSER-I on the same day to capture the simulated dirty image (Figure 6).

#### 2.1.1. Discussion on the Multi-Resolution CLEAN

It is worth mentioning that in MRC, a smooth ideal image was taken by a Gaussian low-pass filter, and the FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) ratio between the original and smoothed dirty beams was two. Figure 7 shows the smoothed and difference maps of the simulated dirty image, as well as restored images of MRC and Högbom CLEAN. There is an excessive false source in the Högbom CLEAN. From Table 2, we can easily find that the MRC image is better than the Högbom CLEAN image, with higher PSNR and SSIM and lower RMSE.

#### 2.1.2. Discussion on the Wavelet CLEAN

Unlike the standard Fourier transform, the wavelet function used in the wavelet analysis is not unique, i.e. there are many available wavelet names (wname):

- Daubechies: db1, db2, ..., db45;
- Coiflets: coif1, ..., coif5;
- Symlets: sym2, ..., sym8, ..., sym45;
- Discrete Meyer wavelet: dmey.

### Table 2

Comparison between simulated images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Högbom CLEAN</th>
<th>MRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>10.0051</td>
<td>12.5941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.2514</td>
<td>0.2567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Simulated image on November 1, 2015: dirty beam from MUSER (a); clean beam from MUSER (b); AIA304 image (simulated ideal image) (c); simulated dirty image (d).
For the same simulated dirty image, the different wavelet basis functions used in the Wavelet CLEAN provide different clean images. Another factor that is not unique is the wavelet scale, which also gives different clean images. From [Cheng et al., 2017a], we have found that the scale number of wavelet decomposition is not as large as possible. When the number of layers is smaller than the number of layers of the image itself, the level of the image cannot be separated smoothly, so the single-layer wavelet decomposition effect does not work well; when the decomposition layer is too high, noise information is mistaken for high-frequency information. Through many experiments, along with visual judgment and objective evaluation, we can draw the conclusion that the result of scale 3, db2 or sym2 wavelet basis is best to deal with the dirty image on this sample. The reason for the same result is that the filter parameters of db2 and sym2 are the same. Figure 8 shows a restored image based on the Wavelet and Högbom CLEAN.

2.2. Evaluations and discussions on MUSER image

First, we obtained a dirty image of MUSER-I on November 1, 2015 from the imaging pipeline of MUSER. Then carried out the Högbom CLEAN and scale sequentially CLEAN separately on this dirty image. Figure 9 shows the best results of each method. It is worth to mention that the parameters of the Wavelet CLEAN used here are the same as those of the above best one of the simulated images. It is easy to find that the red part source area of the MRC image is larger than the Högbom CLEAN image, which means that MRC is better than the Högbom CLEAN for MUSER images, but...
**Figure 8.** Wavelet and Högbom CLEAN restored images

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Högbom CLEAN</th>
<th>Wavelet CLEAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>10.0051</td>
<td>16.5726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.2514</td>
<td>0.2132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>16.1785</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.2527</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>16.5726</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.2132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSNR</td>
<td>25.8288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSIM</td>
<td>0.2132</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
but there is some false information (red dot) both in the Högbom CLEAN image and the Multi-Resolution CLEAN image. The advantage of the Wavelet CLEAN is demonstrated at this point.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the scale sequentially CLEAN, including the Multi-Resolution CLEAN and Wavelet CLEAN on both simulate and real dirty images from MUSER. We have demonstrated how the Wavelet CLEAN can be used to address some problems of the Högbom CLEAN for low signal-to-noise maps and for an extended source, especially for solar radio imaging. Furthermore, parameters of the Wavelet CLEAN have been optimized and discussed in experiments and comparisons.
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